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Cross-media designer, visual explainer and creative lead with 20 years’ experience, 
specialising in clean energy, sustainability, conservation and B2B. Clients include:
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// Profile
Having worked closely with Joe on a 
diverse range of projects, one constant 
was Joe’s ability to quickly understand 
exactly what’s required and clearly 
communicate that to all involved.

His blend of technical knowledge, 
marketing experience and 
communication skills means he’s able to 
take complex (and often vague) client 
objectives and match them to potential 
solutions in simple ways that everyone 
understands and rallies behind.

Joe is a superb communicator and a 
genuinely smart and driven person - I’d 
welcome any opportunity to work  
with Joe again.

Adam Austin - MD at YourTradeBase.com

I’m passionate, strategic, and entrepreneurial, with a wealth of  
design experience.  Having worked both agency and client-side,  
I understand exactly what you need from a freelance.

I‘m a curious and relentless problem-solver, with an uncanny ability  
to cut straight to the heart of complex issues.

I can work as a client-facing champion for your agency; or a secret 
weapon that you keep hidden in the basement. 

I’m agreeable, conscientious, and will aim to surprise you. In a good way.

•  Imaginative & original problem-solver

•  Highly-skilled visual explainer & animator

•  Lifelong environmentalist / sustainability advocate

•  Accomplished verbal and written communicator

•  Startup / new market growth hacker



// Skills Overview

GRAPHIC

MANAGEMENT

BRAND

 UX (USER EXPERIENCE)

Product Design 
UI (User Interface) 
Usability Review

Strategy 
Visual Identity  

Guidelines

Brief Creation & Review 
Stakeholder Engagement

Presentations 
Reports 

Illustration  

Infographics 
Explainer Videos 

2D Animation 

INFORMATIONAL

DESIGN



// Work Examples 
  Informational Design

Animation is an excellent way of describing a process, and  
these Explanimations are clear, concise and visually attractive.  
They’re perfect for communicating information to potential 
customers, and for getting concepts across to the general public.

Gaynor Hartnell – CEO, Renewable Energy Association



//  ANIMATED INFOGRAPHICS
 CLIENT EARTH  
 & CLIMATE CHANGE COALITION

ClientEarth’s 2019 Climate Snapshot is a report of public attitudes toward climate issues in the 
UK. I created a series of infographics to draw attention to key findings and generate interest 
interest in the report via social channels.

The visual style of the infographics was deliberately brand-agnostic, so that Client Earth’s partner 
network and other media outlets would be comfortable adopting and sharing them. We also 
avoided the kind of emotive graphics often used in this sector, as ClientEarth’s preferred tone is 
measured, factual, confident and positive.

Formats  Animated GIF 
   Animated MP4 
   Static PNG



Since 2009 I have been creating, writing and 
producing video explainers and infographics on 
complex topics around renewable energy and 
sustainability. 

These videos have been commissioned by many 
major players in the sector, endorsed by leading 
industry figures and watched by millions of viewers.

Watch explainer video examples at: 
https://archipelago.co.uk/explainers/

Energy Company Obligation (ECO)  Innovation Funding Landscape - DECC UK Waste from Heat - ETIGreen Deal Explained - DECC

40 South Energy
Aquasaver
AOS Solar
Carillion
EDF Energy
ETI (Energy Technologies Institute)
Plumb Center (Wolseley Group)
REA (Renewable Energy Association)
Rexel
Saint-Gobain
UK Govt (DECC)
YouGen
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// EXPLAINERS & INFOGRAPHICS
 RENEWABLE ENERGY SECTOR

https://archipelago.co.uk/explainers/?utm_source=Portfolio&utm_medium=Link&utm_term=Explainers&utm_campaign=CV
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// THERE IS NO PLANET B
 INFOGRAPHIC SERIES
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Work-in-progress. This example compares the potential travel miles from 
various modes of transport, and highlighs the incredible efficiency of 
electric vehicles and E-bikes in particular.



// PRESENTATION SERIES
 ETI (ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES INSTITUTE)

ETI commissioned a suite of presentation materials to explain their work and findings to 
a non-technical audience of stakeholders. I worked closely with the comms team and ETI 
department heads to help them interpret and visually demonstrate their conclusions.

Formats  Powerpoint (with sequential infographic builds)
   PDF Reports
   Printed Display Boards
   Posters & Postcards

The Low Carbon Innovation Coordination Group

The LCICG brings together the major public-sector backed organisations that invest in low carbon technology innovation in the UK. The Annex lists the Group’s core and associate members and describes each member’s role and innovation focus. Although each LCICG organisation has its own priorities for, and approach to, investment in low carbon technology innovation, we share many common objectives and we agree on the major outcomes we seek. Thus, the LCICG members’ shared aim is:

To maximise the impact of UK public-sector funding for low carbon technologies, in order to:

• Deliver affordable, secure, low   carbon energy for the UK
• Deliver UK economic growth
• Develop the UK’s capabilities,   knowledge and skills

The LCICG members are committed to working closely together to coordinate our innovation support activities. By doing so, we increase the collective impact of our programmes by leveraging each other’s resources and expertise. We also avoid unproductive duplication and are able to provide a more comprehensive range of support than would otherwise be possible.

Government Support for Low Carbon Technology Innovation
Government-backed low carbon technology innovation policies and programmes support the RD&D of new and enhanced low carbon technologies and their subcomponents and processes. The aim of these policies and programmes is to take key technologies to the point at which they are sufficiently proven that the market, with the support of market-based policy mechanisms if necessary, can deploy them widely.

The energy system is highly complex, with multiple technologies interacting through multiple interfaces. Consequently, providing effective innovation support across the whole energy system and the full innovation journey can present challenges. Energy touches on many government policies and priorities across a range of departments, including industrial policy, regional economies, environment, housing and transport. A whole-systems approach to energy technology innovation is therefore crucial to understanding the social, environmental, and economic impacts of dif ferent energy technologies.
Just as no single technology can be considered entirely in isolation, no single support mechanism or programme could provide the range of support needed to deliver the diversity and scale of technology innovation required.

LCIG Overview 
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HDV EFFICIENCY PROGRAMME HDV EFFICIENCY PROGRAMME ENERGY SYSTEMS MODELLING ENVIRONMENT (ESME)

Vehicle Cost Model

Vehicle Uptake Model

LDV Transport
Consumer Choice Model

Smart System
Value Chain Models

Local Authority GIS Waste
Resource Modelling Tool

Bio Value Chain Model

Bio-power CCS
Sub-models

Integrated Land-Use
Ecosystem Model

O�shore Wind 
Energy Cost Model

2050 Energy 
Infrastructure Cost Model

Simpli�ed UK Electricity 
Transmission Model

Energy Path Tool

CCS System
Modelling Toolkit

Benchmark Models 
of IGCC/CCGT/ USCPC

CO2 Stored

CO2 NomicA

Land HDV Virtual 
Simulation Models

Marine HDV Virtual 
Simulation Models

Low Carbon
Shipping Model

HDV Carbon Bene�ts Model

Consumer Response 
& Behaviour Model

Buildings Stock 
Thermal E�ciency 
Model

Single Building 
Thermal E�ciency 
Model

Macro DE Heat 
Network Cost Model

Macro DE Energy 
Centre Cost Model

WaveDyn SMARTtide

WMC Cost Model

Charging 
Network 

Model

Smart Systems 
and Heat

Energy Storage 
& Distribution

TransportCarbon Capture 
& Storage

Offshore 
Wind

Bioenergy

Transport Marine Distributed Energy Buildings

A model representing consumer attitudes to purchasing and 
behaviours when using plug-in vehicles. Building on the data from ETI 
trials and various sub-models which cover vehicle costs, demographics, 
market segmentation and charging network infrastructure.

A model for a range of UK house types 
showing the retrofit technologies 
required to optimise CO2 reduction, cost 
and comfort to the customer.

A model capable of running scenarios at the local, 
regional and national level to identify the CO2 
impact and cost of various mass retrofit plans.

A model which selects combinations of Macro DE 
energy centres, selecting combinations of different CHP 
plants, boilers, waste heat recovery etc dependent on 
the heat demand profile and plant economics.

Algorithms for designing and costing heat networks, including pipe 
work, excavations and pumping stations, based on the geography, 
housing stock and heat demand of the locality.

Spreadsheet-based economic modelling tool for 
assessing the relative installation costs of 
wet-mate and dry-mate connectors for varying 
local conditions and using different vessel types.

Hydrodynamic models of the UK 
Continental Shelf and energy 
extraction from combinations of tidal 
range and tidal stream systems in UK 
waters. The model enables study of 
interaction effects between different 
tidal range and tidal stream energy 
extraction schemes around the UK.

Numerical models of the 
hydrodynamic performance 
of wave and tidal energy 
converters when operating 
in arrays. Validation via 
different modelling 
approaches, tank tests and 
full scale sea device 
measurements.

A model representing consumer attitudes to purchasing and 
behaviours when using plug-in vehicles. Building on the data 

from ETI trials and various sub-models which cover vehicle 
costs, demographics, market segmentation and charging 

network infrastructure.

Models describing the optimal value chain(s) relating 
to potential UK smart systems, the means of deriving 

value from smart system installations and the 
assessment of the associated financial value.

A GIS resource modelling tool producing scenarios on future 
UK waste arisings for municipal, commercial and industrial 

solid waste and the energy content of the waste.

An integrated model encompassing the whole value chain 
from biomass production, pre- processing, conversion to 

delivery of energy and carbon capture. Optimises the 
bioenergy system to deliver lowest cost or lowest GHG 

solutions. The Model maps the UK at a 50 km resolution 
and informs ETI on the selection of technologies for future 

demonstration projects

Models of the cost and performance of eight technologies 
for conversion of biomass to power with CCS

A quantified assessment model of 
overall GHG emissions, soil carbon 

stocks and water mass balance 
resulting from land-use change.

An engineering cost model for Offshore Wind 
energy extraction using Horizontal Axis 
machines in a typical array configuration. The 
model includes the costs and installation of 
the turbines and array infrastructure, as well 
as operational costs over the life of an array.

A Power System Simulator for Engineering (PSS/E) model 
of the GB 400/275kV electricity transmission network 
that can be used to run generic load flow and dynamic 
response simulations.

A software tool and database covering costs and efficiencies of 
fixed energy infrastructure from now until 2050 for the energy 
vectors of Electricity, Gas, Hydrogen and Heat.

A suite of integrated steady state and dynamic 
models covering the whole CCS system 
frompowerstationtostore. Designed to assist 
in planning, operation and engineering at 
individual unit or system level.

Estimates the CO2 storage 
capacity for geological structures. 

Calculates undiscounted store 
costs on a “point to point basis”.

Benchmark models of technologies for pre-combustion 
and post-combustion CCS power stations.

Develops the economics in 
UKSAP to evaluate costs of 
developing networks of CO2 
stores as over time, adding 
various finance options.

Virtual simulation models of various ship types

The model compiles estimates of costs for candidate 
technologies. These cost models are then projected 
into the future according to macroeconomic 
scenarios to see how the specification of a new-build 
ship might change over time

A tool to track the effect of HDV technology 
developments on emissions. Individual vehicle emissions 
and parc emissions are calculated based on performance 
and rate of uptake vs a baseline of business-as-usual 
development and vehicle turnover.

Models characterising the factors influencing 
the energy choices made by domestic and light 
commercial consumers in the UK, and the 
associated behavioural characteristics of key 
consumer types/segments

The smart energy system design tool will 
generate geo-schematic energy system designs 
that meet the energy delivery requirements of a 
given locality and assess their overall lifecycle 
performance and cost characteristics.



Following a commission by the Great Barrier 
Reef Marine Park Authority to create animations 
explaining climate change to schoolchildren, I 
went on to produce a range of animated, graphic 
and interactive materials for leading global 
conservation organisations. 

Many of these campaigns have been highly 
successful, in particular those around the 
establishment of UK and international Marine 
Protected Areas. 

Ocean 2012 (Ocean 2012 Coalition) Earth Hour - The Randy Pandas (WWF) Bernard the Gurnard Campaign (The Wildlife Trusts)Conservation Explainer Suite (SEALIFE)

Canal & River Trust
Communications Inc.
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
Marine Conservation Society
PEW Environment Group
Plymouth Marine Science Partnership
Project Aware (PADI)
SEALIFE (Merlin Entertainments)
The Wildlife Trusts
The Shark Trust & Shark Alliance Ocean 
2012 Coalition
WWF
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// CAMPAIGN MATERIALS
 MARINE SCIENCE & CONSERVATION



// Work Examples 
  Graphics & Illustration

Joe and the team have produced some fantastic work for us 
over the years. They are great at understanding and clarifying a 
brief from the start of a project and seeing it through to agreed 
deadlines with regular communication and updates throughout.

Nerissa Bryden, Market Manager at Canal & Rivers Trust



// CLIMATE DISCLOSURE REPORT
 GREENHOUSE PR

This report was commissioned in response to the challenge laid down by Extinction Rebellion - for creative 
agencies to disclose their revenue share from high-carbon clients, and pledge to reduce it. Greenhouse PR 
only work with environmentally and socially progressive clients, so this report was a proud proclamation of 
their values and demonstrated how they and their clients are already leading the way. 

Format Online PDF
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// NEW GREEN RADICALS
 BUSINESS GREEN  
 & GREENHOUSE PR

This report profiles 20 business pioneers 
responding to the climate emergency.  

Format Online PDF



// FARMING FOR OUR FUTURE REPORT
 NATURE FRIENDLY FARMERS NETWORK 

This report is aimed at financial institutions and the investment community and explains 
how - with the right funding and support - farming can play a vital role in helping the UK 
hit its emmissions targets, whilst improving food security. 

Format Online PDF
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// Work Examples
  UX / UI Design

Joe has been consulting on our UI/UX and his 
work has been excellent and eye-opening. Looking 
forward to working with him again in the future.

Tim Dunton, MD at Nimbus Hosting



For over 25 years the Villiers Brothers have been creating stunning high-end 
furniture and sculpture using a blend of traditional metalworking techniques, 
inspired designs and cutting-edge technology.

Whilst they have prestigious clients worldwide and have achieved many accolades, 
we were engaged to explore further opportunities for marketing their work more 
widely and taking fuller advantage of digital channels.

We delivered a brand and digital marketing strategy refocussing their messaging on 
their authentic offer – setting them apart from any competition and communicating 
the passion, craft and sheer hard work involved in creating their pieces.

We revamped their website to improve usability, responsiveness and search engine 
performance and to properly showcase their incredible range of designs. 

Visitor Engagement has quadrupled since site launch in August 2019.
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// Strategy Review, UX  
 & Website Revamp 
 The Villiers Brothers 



 
// Product Configuration App   
 TRILOGIQ Group

I headed up a two-year, multi-million-euro 
project in my contracted role as CMO at 
TRILOGIQ group - managing a team of specialist 
developers. 

Scope included conception, design, development 
and launch of an online configurator that would 
allow customers to configure their own structures 
(within a preset range of designs).

The app was custom-built using cutting-edge 
technologies including React & WebGL. It was 
optimised for desktop, tablet and smartphone use. 
We conducted a series of User Testing workshops 
with existing customers and key stakeholders from 
the client organisation.

An internal framework for rapid addition of new 
products was developed, and a roadmap including 
Augmented Reality to enable customers to 
instantly visualise structures in situ. 

The app was the first of its kind in the  
industry, and swiftly spawned imitations  
from competitors.
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// Work Examples 
  Brand

Joe stood head and shoulders above everyone else I’ve  
spoken to in terms of rapidly grasping our concept, market and 
differentiating features. In terms of strategy and marketing he was 
able to hit the ground running and add value from hour one.

Miriam Silver, MD at BERRI.org



// Brand Identity    
 Development 
 Training  
 Provider

The People Development Team (now PDT 
Global) is a high-end corporate training provider 
- pioneering inclusion and diversity training in a 
global marketplace.

We were commissioned to give PDT marketing 
and training materials a complete overhaul, in 
order to reflect and do justice to the quality 
of the training, and level of prestige of the 
company’s clients.

Development of high-impact visual branding for 
a range of training programmes, refinement of 
the overall company identity and production of 
a suite of highest-quality marketing materials. We 
invented a ‘modular’ folder system so pre-printed 
materials could be seamlessly combined with 
inserts; personalised to their clients and printed 
in-house at short notice.

The company won a number of new prestigious 
accounts and reported increased confidence 
and pride when using the new materials. Printing 
wastage was also significantly reduced. 

More at https://archipelago.co.uk/portfolio-
business-discovery-cbt-provider/

Context Brief Solution Impact
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The market for modular Tube & Bracket systems 
- used primarily in manufacturing - has changed 
very little in 25 years. An Asian company planned 
to expand into Europe, selling components direct 
at up to 30% less than current prices. Following 
some strategic discovery work we proposed that 
they take a radically different marketing approach 
to the existing competitors.

Create a strong and vibrant visual brand for the 
European market that will capture the attention 
of major manufacturers such as Automotive 
Companies. Project the brand  proposition: “a 
product you already know, but better quality, and 
cheaper, delivered quickly and reliably”

We created dynamic visual branding and a 
series of highly irreverent promotional videos, 
showcasing the product quality and blatantly 
taunting the competitors over their pricing.

The European launch has been delayed, but 
expected to take place within next few months. 
Watch this space.

More at https://archipelago.co.uk/king-9-europe-
branding-launched/

Context Brief Solution Impact

// Brand Identity   
 Development 
 Industrial  
 Equipment  
 Manufacturer
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Page Heading In 
Sidebar Here

Page Heading Overlaid Here

A 25-year old industrial company with branches 
in 18 countries was reinventing the company 
to be fit for the current marketplace. I was 
seconded to the company as CMO and, over 
a three-year period, completely revamped 
marketing strategy, internal communications 
and group brand identity.

The overall impact of the marketing work was 
a 4-fold increase in enquiries worldwide, and a 
turnaround from four years of revenue decline 
into stable growth.

Create an identity that projects the group’s 
commitment to innovation, engineering 
excellence and simplicity at the point of use. 
Include a visual reference to legacy identity, and 
play on the visual device of an open red box, 
already prominent in company photography.

Revamped custom logotype, including red 
box visual device, a set of straplines and 
declarations to steer all company messaging, 
new photography style, illustration style, colour 
palette, brand guidelines for digital, signage, 
vehicle livery, staff uniforms, office interiors and 
exhibition stands.

Best summed up by the comments of one 
attendee at launch of rebrand: 

“I’ve been with the company for over 15 years, and 
today is the first time I feel like I really know what we 
do - and have the feeling that we’re one big team. 
When do I get my new shirt?” 

More at https://archipelago.co.uk/strategic-
branding-trilogiq-group

Context Brief Solution Impact

// Brand Identity   
 Development
 Industrial  
 Equipment  
 Manufacturer
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// Brand 
 Identity 
 Development 
 CBT Provider

CBT (Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) was starting 
to emerge as a mainstream form of therapy. 
After facilitating a series of business discovery 
workshops, we set about creating a brand 
identity for their new business.

A key challenge for many businesses working in 
Mental Health is to get the right balance between 
looking human enough to be approachable 
(especially for end users who may be feeling 
vulnerable) and yet clinical enough to inspire 
confidence and to draw referrals from other 
professionals and care providers.

We created the Open Door device to represent 
the hope and potential for personal growth 
that successful therapy can provide. We also 
used a calming, muted colour palette to project 
professional gravitas and respect for the 
serious and potentially life-changing nature of 
the work. We produced a suite of printed and 
digital materials including an extensive website, 
book and video training materials.

The newly-formed business grew from its two 
founders to a team of six within twelve months 
and operated successfully in the UK for many years. 
The business has now been relocated to the 
founders’ home country of New Zealand.

More at https://archipelago.co.uk/portfolio-
business-discovery-cbt-provider/

Context Brief Solution Impact
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INEZ is a mentoring consultancy working quietly 
with CEOs from many global brands.

Create branding to appeal to C-suite decision-
makers who would benefit from mentoring but 
may be skeptical or uncomfortable with the idea 
that they ‘need help’.

A new visual brand incorporating the concept of 
hidden value and suite of luxurious, sophisticated 
materials to be delivered personally and discreetly. 

Client extremely satisfied that the materials 
projected the quality and gravitas of the work.

Context Brief Solution Impact

// Brand Identity  
 Development 
 CEO Mentoring 
 Service
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TM

helpinternet
the no-nonsense service provider

 
// Brand Identity 
 Development 

 Miscellaneous

Sometimes brand identity design 
is very straightforward - create 
something appropriate, likeable and 
distinct. That’s when a subtle visual 
reference can really come into its 
own, creating that legendary smile 
in the mind.
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Tel  UK+44 (0)7535 839008

Email  joe.jones@archipelago.co.uk

Website  archipelago.co.uk

Linkedin www.linkedin.com/in/strategic-joe

Twitter twitter.com/strategic_joe

Thanks for taking the time to review my portfolio. This is only 
a small selection of my work so, if you’re looking for examples 
of something specific, please give me a shout!
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